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Prior work:

Stern, 1990, JASA                                                       
common shapes, any K

Sobel and Frankowski, 1994, AMM                
common rates, K< 5



Recall: with independent Gammas
  having common rate



Even if rates          vary,

where and



Toy application: election poll



n=30 people selected randomly from a population

Each one is asked to name favored presidential 
candidate
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n=30 people selected randomly from a population

Each one is asked to name favored presidential 
candidate

What is the population preference ordering?



Simplex of possible populations:
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Motivating application:

gene expression data analysis

identify interesting genes/molecules

organize results





highly up-regulated in HPV+ cancer

not normally expressed in somatic cells

under investigation as biomarkers

TCAM1: testicular cell adhesion molecule 1

SYCP2: synaptonemal complex protein 2







In NPC, when certain viral genes are highly up-
regulated, specific human genes involved in 

aspects of immune response are strongly 
down-regulated 







microRNA 29c is a key regulator of metastatic 
potential in epithelial cells 



Organize/organize/organize...

clustering

gene sets





Mixture of structured components



Mixture of structured components

Scheme to represent expression 
data across genes and samples



Mixture of structured components

Step 1: gene selects mean structure

Step 2: gene emits data across samples

Step 3: estimation/clustering

Scheme to represent expression 
data across genes and samples



Step 1: each gene casts a multi-sided die to get      
a structure     of equality/inequality constraints 

among latent expected values



Step 1: each gene casts a multi-sided die to get      
a structure     of equality/inequality constraints 

among latent expected values

Eg, two sample problem





#groups Bell+ Bell

2 3 2

3 13 5

4 75 15

5 541 52

6 4683 203

7 47293 877



...of course we need mixing probabilities for the 
multi-sided die



a.  latent means from

b.  expression data from   

Step 2: emit data        from 



Gamma observation component:
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theoretical

Gamma observation component:

Gamma is the approximate 
stationary distribution of 
abundance in a population 
fluctuating around a stable 
equilibrium

Dennis and Patil, 1984
Rempala and Pawlikowska, 2008 



practical

Gamma observation component:

Calculations are possible!



Inverse Gamma mean component:

conjugate, respecting H



Key quantity
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Example: 2 groups (no replicates)
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Example: 2 groups (no replicates)

where



Step 3: estimation/clustering

EM for parameter estimates



Example: time course of mouse heart after 
treatment; Affymetrix data (Edwards et al)



Example: time course of mouse heart after 
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back to computing P(E)





Introduce independent Poisson processes

and cumulative sum processes
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Main finding



Glipse of reasoning



2 2 31

Glipse of reasoning



Curious finding

are independent



Numerical approach: pushing sums

e.g., K=3



Comparative issues

what about K-means, mclust, SOM, etc: 
anonymous vs structured

we can control `purity’ of clusters, and the 
number is found automatically

mixture log likelihood is concave on 
convex domain...conjecture about 
strictness...

implementation ...



Thanks


